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Abstract. This is an overview of NTCIR-14, the fourteenth sesquiannual research project for evaluating information access technologies. NTCIR14 involved various evaluation tasks related to information retrieval, information recommendation, question answering, natural language processing, etc. (in total, seven tasks were organized at NTCIR-14). This
paper describes an outline of the research project, which includes its organization, schedule, scope and task designs. In addition, we introduce brief
statistics of participants in the NTCIR-14 Conference. Readers should
refer to individual task overview papers for their detailed descriptions
and findings.
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Introduction

Since 1997, NTCIR project has promoted research efforts for enhancing Information Access (IA) technologies such as Information Retrieval and Recommendation, Text Summarization, Information Extraction, and Question Answering
techniques. Its general purposes are to: 1. Offer research infrastructure that allows researchers to conduct large-scale evaluation of IA technologies, 2. Form
a research community in which findings from comparable experimental results
are shared and exchanged, and 3. Develop evaluation methodologies and performance measures of IA technologies. Collaborative works in NTCIR have allowed
us to create large-scale test collections that are indispensable for confirming effectiveness of novel IA techniques. Moreover, in the process of the collaboration, it
is expected that deep insight into research problems is successfully shared among
researchers. The on-going NTCIR-14 aims to be beneficial to all researchers who
wish to advance their research efforts.
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2.1

Outline of NTCIR-14
Organization

The project of NTCIR-14 was directed by General Co-Chairs (GCCs): Charles
L. A. Clarke (Facebook, USA), and Noriko Kando (National Institute of Informatics, Japan). Under the supervision of GCCs, Program Committee (PC)
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reviewed task proposals that were submitted according to a call for proposals,
and made acceptance decisions for NTCIR-14. The members of the PC are Ben
Carterette (University of Delaware, USA), Hsin-Hsi Chen (National Taiwan University, Taiwan), Tat-Seng Chua (National University of Singapore, Singapore),
Nicola Ferro (University of Padova, Italy), Kalervo Järvelin (University of Tampere, Finland), Gareth J. F. Jones (Dublin City University, Ireland), Makoto P.
Kato (Co-chair, University of Tsukuba, Japan), Yiqun Liu (Co-chair, Tsinghua
University, China), Mandar Mitra (Indian Statistical Institute, India), Douglas
W. Oard (University of Maryland, USA), Maarten de Rijke (University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands), Tetsuya Sakai (Waseda University, Japan), Mark
Sanderson (RMIT University, Australia), Ian Soboroff (NIST, USA), and Emine Yilmaz (University College London, United Kingdom). After the review by
PC, organizers of accepted tasks have promoted research activities of NTCIR-14
under the coordination of the two Program Co-Chairs (PCCs).
2.2

Schedule and Research Activities

Call for task proposals was released in August 2017, and six tasks of NTCIR14 were decided in November 2017, a month before the NTCIR-13 Conference.
Accepted tasks were introduced by the organizers at the NTCIR-13 Conference.
Actual NTCIR-14 activities started in January 2018, and a kick-off event was
held in March 2018. In addition, call for additional pilot task proposals was released in April 2018, and an additional pilot task, FinNum, was accepted. In
total, five core tasks and two pilot tasks (see below) were organized in NTCIR14. According to the purpose and policy of each task, datasets for experiments
(documents, queries and so on) were developed by the task organizers, and distributed to participants (i.e. research groups or teams participating in the task)
by either the organizers or National Institute of Informatics. New test collections
were created based on evaluation of results that were submitted by participants.
The research outcome will be reported at the NTCIR-14 Conference to be held
in Tokyo, from June 10th to 13th, in 2019.
2.3

Scope and Tasks

The core task explores problems that have been known well in the fields of IA,
while the pilot task aims to address novel problems for which there are uncertainties as to how to evaluate them. The five core tasks (Lifelog-3, OpenLiveQ2, QALab-PoliInfo, STC-3, and WWW-2) and two pilot task (CENTRE and
FinNum) can be summarized as follows (illustrated in Figure 1):
1. Heterogeneous information access
2. Dialogue generation and analysis
3. Meta research on information access communities
It is interesting that three tasks are dealing with dialogue data in this round
of NTCIR: QALab-PoliInfo focuses on regional assembly minutes, while STC-3
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Fig. 1. Overview of the NTCIR-14 tasks.

and FinNum use microblog data. It is also worth mentioning that CENTRE is
the first meta-task that operates across the three major information retrieval
evaluation venues: CLEF, NTCIR, and TREC.

3
3.1

Outline of NTCIR-14 Tasks
Lifelog-3 (Core Task) [2]

Since NTCIR-12, Lifelog has promoted advances in information access systems
for personal lifelog data, which are records of multiple aspects of one’s life in
digital form. At NTCIR-14, the Lifelog-3 task explored three different lifelog
data access related challenges, namely, Lifelog Semantic Access sub-Task (LSAT;
a known-item search task for lifelog data), Lifelog Activity Detection sub-Task
(LADT; identification of Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) from lifelog data),
and Lifelog Insight sub-Task (LIT; an exploratory task for knowledge mining
and visualization of lifelog data).
The lifelog data were gathered by two lifeloggers who wore the lifelogging
devices and recorded biometric data for several weeks. Wearable camera captured
images for 12-14 hours per day (1,250 - 4,500 images per day). In addition, mobile
devices gathered locations, physical movements and a history of music listening,
and additional wearable sensors recorded health data such as continual heartrate and continuous blood glucose level.
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OpenLiveQ-2 (Core Task) [3]

OpenLiveQ aims to provide an open live test environment of Yahoo Japan Corporation’s community question-answering service (Yahoo! Chiebukuro) for question retrieval systems. The main task is an ad-hoc question retrieval task: given a
query and a set of questions with their answers, return a ranked list of questions.
The organizers released queries sampled from a query log of Yahoo! Chiebukuro
search, and clickthrough data with demographics of search users.
Submitted runs were evaluated both offline and online. The offline evaluation
uses an evaluation methodology used in ad-hoc retrieval evaluation, while the
online evaluation was based on multileaved comparison. In the online evaluation,
the task organizers used a multileaving algorithm: submitted ranked lists of
questions were combined into a single SERP, presented to real users during the
online test period, and evaluated on the basis of clicks observed.
3.3

QALab-PoliInfo (Core Task) [4]

QALab has tackled real-world complex question-answering problems since NTCIR11, and had focused on solving problems in entrance examinations from NTCIR11 to NTCIR-13. Motivated by increasing demand of fact-checking due to the
fake news problem in the recent years, the NTCIR-14 QALab-PoliInfo task
switched their focus to problems related to political information, and addressed
three tasks, namely, segmentation, summarization, and classification of Japanese
regional assembly minutes.
In the segmentation task, given summaries of a question and an answer to
the question in an assembly, participants were expected to identify the original speech corresponding to each summary. In the summarization task, given
a speech in an assembly, a system was expected to generated a summary of
the speech within a length limit. In the classification task, participants were
given a sentence in the minutes with a focused topic, and required to classify
the sentence into three classes: support with fact-checkable reasons, against with
fact-checkable reasons, and other.
3.4

STC-3 (Core Task) [7, 8]

The Short Text Conversation (STC-3) task took over the efforts in STC-1 and
STC-2, which aimed to realize human-machine conversation, and involved three
subtasks at NTCIR-14, namely, Chinese Emotional Conversation Generation
(CECG) subtask, Dialogue Quality (DQ) subtask, and Nugget Detection (ND)
subtask.
The CECG subtask is a task of generating a response to a short message
(a microblog post in this task), where the reply should be coherent with a prespecified emotion class (anger, disgust, happiness, like, sadness, or other). This
subtask has been continued from the first round of STC, but required a generated response to be emotional at this round. The DQ and ND subtasks are
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concerned with automatic evaluation of human-machine customer-helpdesk dialogue systems. Participants were required to develop systems that predict (1)
quality scores for each customer-helpdesk dialogue (DQ), and (2) nugget types
for each customer-helpdesk dialogue turn (ND), where a nuggets type is either
trigger, regular, goal, or not (not helpful towards problem solving) of the customer/helpdesk.
3.5

WWW-2 (Core Task) [5]

WWW started at NTCIR-13 to keep addressing basic Web search problems in
the IR community. The second round of WWW inherited the task design from
the first round: given a query set and a corpus, a system is required to retrieve
and rank documents from the corpus for each query. WWW-2 additionally provided a short description for each query for more reliable relevance assessment,
and a new dataset called Sogou-QCL, which consists of large-scale weak relevance labels generated by click models.
SogouT-16 (about 1.17 billion Web pages) and ClueWeb12-B13 (about 50
million Web pages) were used as document collections for Chinese and English
subtasks, respectively. Based on a statistical approach for topic set size design, 80
queries were prepared for each of the subtasks. Runs were evaluated by standard
evaluation metrics for graded relevance, namely, nDCG (normalized discounted
cumulative gain), ERR (expected reciprocal rank), and Q-measure.
3.6

CENTRE (Pilot Task) [6]

CENTRE is a meta-task that aims to examine the replicability and reproducibility of results reported in the IR literature, and to establish methods for examining replicability and reproducibility. Each edition of CENTRE was organized at
the three major information retrieval evaluation campaigns, i.e. CLEF, NTCIR,
and TREC, and this task was the NTCIR edition of CENTRE.
The task had three subtasks: T1 (Replicability), T2TREC (Reproducibility),
and T2OPEN (Reproducibility). In CENTRE at NTCIR, a pair of runs is said
to be replicated/reproduced if the improvement of a run over the other is also
found in the same test collection where the improvement was originally reported
(replicability), or a different test collection (reproducibility). The T1 subtask is
to replicate a run pair from the NTCIR-13 WWW-1 task, while the T2TREC
subtask is to reproduce a run pair from the TREC 2013 Web track on the
NTCIR-13 WWW-1 test collection. The T2OPEN subtask is to reproduce any
existing algorithms on the WWW-1 test collection.
3.7

FinNum (Pilot Task) [1]

FinNum aims at fine-grained numeral understanding in microblogs towards a
better understanding of documents containing numeric information such as financial reports or national statistics. Numerals in microblogs were classified into
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seven categories: Monetary, Percentage, Option, Indicator, Temporal, Quantity,
Product/Version. Some of the categories had subcategories. For example, the
Monetary class is further classified into money, quote, change, buy price, sell
price, forecast, stop loss, and support or resistance. There are in total fourteen
subcategories under seven categories. The task of FinNum is to classify numerals
in microblogs into the seven categories (Subtask 1) or seventeen categories including Indicator, Quantity, Product/Version, and all the subcategories (Subtask
2).
Microblog data were gathered form StockTwits, a social trading platform for
investors. There were 8,868 annotated numerals in the dataset of FinNum, which
was released under CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 license. Submitted results were evaluated
by micro-averaged and macro-averaged F-scores.

4

Participants

Table 1 shows the numbers of active participants (those who submitted results).
In this table, the numbers are given for all the tasks from NTCIR-1 to NTCIR-14.
Task overview papers (see References) describe evaluation of the results submitted by the participants. At NTCIR-14, 47 research groups have participated in
the tasks and the number of participants drastically decreased from NTCIR13 (i.e. 71 groups) and NTCIR-12 (i.e. 97). Note that some research groups
participated in two tasks, which were counted as different groups.
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Conclusions

This paper presented the overview of the 14th cycle of NTCIR carried out from
January 2018 to June 2019. NTCIR-14 has seven evaluation tasks, which can
be categorized into heterogeneous information access, dialogue generation and
analysis, and meta research on information access communities. Most parts of
the test collections developed by NTCIR-14 evaluation tasks will be released to
non-participating research groups in the near future.
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